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Main Causes of Mitochondrial 
Problems

Know the causes enables us to 
resolve the issues

In this New Series we will be sharing with 
you what mitochondria are, how main 
stream natural health rarely discusses this 
topic that has the most profound effect on 
your overall health, what the symptoms 
look like and what potential causes these 
issues.

if damaged, or not functioning properly, 
will lead to health issues. Many dis-eases 
that have been labelled and categorized 
very rarely taking into account the health 
of these mighty cells.  

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH

PART TWO
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MITOCHONDRIAL HEALTH
IMPROVING CELLULAR ENERGY 
NATURALLY

In this New Series we will be sharing 
with you what mitochondria are, how 
main stream natural health rarely 
discusses this topic that has the most 
profound effect on your overall health, 
what the symptoms look like and 
what potential causes these issues.

if damaged, or not functioning 
properly, will lead to health issues. 
Many dis-eases that have been 
labelled and categorized very rarely 
taking into account the health of 
these mighty cells.  
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SO WHAT ARE MITOCHONDRIA?

Muscle contraction, including the heart and
every heartbeat
Brain function

These are specialized structures found in every cell
of the human form, except the red blood cells and
they contain their own unique DNA format.

A brief course in biology is essential to
understanding the breakdown that eventually will
lead to dis-eases. Just like all the major organs in
the physical form, such as the heart, stomach and
liver, the cells have similar critically functioning
components. The cell parts are called "organelles"
and include the nucleus, Golgi complex, centrioles
and mitochondria. Bear in mind mitochondria
exist in all forms of life. Being that they have
unique DNA, very similar to the DNA of bacteria,
they are actually a kind of parasite that lives in all
organisms and estimated to be about eight to two
thousand mitochondrial hijackers in every cell of
the human form.

The main role of the mitochondria is to produce
energy (ATP- adenosine triphosphate) . It produces
90% of the human forms energy and powers the
cells to perform vital functions like breathing,
thinking, talking and walking. Different
concentrations are found in the various organs
throughout the body like the mitochondria in the
liver helps to convert ammonia into less toxic
waste substance.

The Mitochondria play a huge role in many
functions, here are a few:

POINTS OF
INTEREST CONT..

AMPK is an enzyme  and if
imbalanced can initiate
inflammatory changes
related to disorders
AMPK requires lifestyle and
nutrient changes to re-
balance
It generate 90% of the
body's energy, powering the
cells to perform vital
functions
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Energy for the nerves to pass on specialized
information
Cellular healing and repair by coordinating the
death of weak and damaged cells
Hormone communication
Aging and longevity and protecting the
integrity of the DNA

How does this work?

Within the mitochondria, carbohydrates, fats and
proteins are processed by using oxygen to produce
energy, which covert ADP (adenosine diphospate)
into the energy packed ATP (adenosine
triphosphate). This process is a marvel of cellular
biology, producing a mind bending 38 ATP'S per
molecule of glucose burned and is called the
Krebs's Cycle.

When the mitochondria are healthy, a person is
generally fit and healthy. Moreover, under the
influence of a positive cascade of effects, the more
mitochondria that individuals have, the healthier
they are, which increases their ability to create
energy. Children brimming with energy, for
instance, are loaded with mitochondria, whereas
the less energetic elderly have fewer mitochondria
at the cellular level. Recognizing that the
mitochondria are essential to human health also
leads to another conclusion, namely that health
and disease processes are interrelated.

POINTS OF INTEREST CONT..

Mitochondria play a key role
in muscle contraction like
the heart. 
We can thank them for
every beat of our heart
Vital in brain function 
Energy to feed our nervous
system
Cellular repair
Coordinating the death of
weak cells
Hormone signalling
Aging and Longevity
Protecting the DNA
Integrity

The Mitochondria
developed from ancient
bacteria a long time ago.
Simple organisms ingested
the ancient bacteria , but
did not digest them. Instead
they choose to live
symbiotically with them.
These organisms protected
the mitochondria from the
outside world and in turn
the mitochondria provided
the organisms with energy.
Fast forward to today and
observe that the
mitochondria still act very
much like bacteria. This
then indicates that factors
that can influence bacterial
health can also disrupt or
support the health of the
mitochondria. As a classic
example when taking
antibiotics to treat a
bacterial infection  the
mitochondria can be
affected as well.

Ancient Bacteria to modern
Partner 

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH
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SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH

Cellular Respiration
Cellular Energy Production
Calcium Homeostasis
Promote Cell growth and multiplication
Responsible for cell death
Generate Oxidative Radicals
Support Nervous system
Heat Production
Organs of Metabolism
Synthesize Bio molecules

According to a researcher writing in the Journal of
Inherited Metabolic Disease, mitochondrial
deficiency “can theoretically give rise to any
symptom, in any organ or tissue, at any age, and
with any mode of inheritance.”

 
Major Functions of the

Mitochondria

The mitochondria has two main functions which
include cellular respiration and energy production,
thus requiring both oxygen from air and fat from
food in order to generate energy in the form of
ATP.

There are other functions that the mitochondria
plays a vital role in as well, here is the list of what
we will cover:

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH
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Cellular Respiration

The mitochondria are responsible for cellular
respiration. When you inhale, oxygen gets
transferred from your lungs to your cells through
your blood. Once the mitochondria of your cells
use up the oxygen, carbon dioxide is released from
your cells. This carbon dioxide finds its way back to
your lungs to be released into the air through
exhalation.

Cellular Energy Production
 

Your cells need energy for a variety of purposes,
including DNA, RNA, cell division, and protein
synthesis. Most of these processes happen through
bond formation and with the involvement of
enzymes and phosphates that require cellular
energy supplied by the mitochondria.

The mitochondria produce energy as ATP by
oxidative phosphorylation through breaking down
carbohydrate substrates. The food you eat gets
digested and absorbed into the blood as glucose
supplying energy to your cells. Later, this glucose is
broken down to release energy.

ATP is a complex organic chemical that powers
metabolic processes in your body. It is the
molecular currency of intercellular energy transfer.
ATP is produced in the mitochondria by going
through the Krebs cycle.

The Krebs cycle is also called the citric acid cycle
or the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. It is an
essential part of cellular respiration. The Krebs
cycle is a biological process that is responsible for
manufacturing energy through a series of chemical
reactions. It produces a chemical called
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), which
is necessary for enzymes embedded in the cristae,
which is a fold in the inner membrane of the
mitochondria that produces ATP. Energy is stored
as chemical bonds in the ATP molecules and can
be used when these bonds are broken.

POINTS OF INTEREST CONT..
The mitochondria have its
own DNA separate from our
own

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH
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Calcium Homeostasis
 

The mitochondria play an important role in calcium
homeostasis inside your cells. Your cells receive calcium
through the cell membrane and store them in calcium
vesicles. With the help of the mitochondria, calcium is
released and stored when required. Calcium is essential
for regulating cellular metabolism, hormone function,
fertilization, muscle function, blood clotting and more.

Promote Cell Growth and Multiplication
 

The mitochondria are essential for cell growth and
multiplication. They help to enhance protein synthesis.
Cyclin is a specific protein that acts as a checkpoint
protein to ensure that cell division happens at the right
time.

Responsible for Cell Death

Your cells don’t live forever. The mitochondria play an
important role in apoptotic, or programmed cell death
when injuries or irreversible damage occurs to a cell. A
disruption of the functioning of mitochondria may also
lead to the end of energy supply and cell death.

 
Generate Oxidative Radicals

 
The mitochondria create oxidative radicals during
energy production which are responsible for the role of
aging and a variety of other reactions in the body.

 
Support Nervous System Function

 
There are several mitochondria found around synapses
and other parts of nerve endings that support
neurotransmitter release, energy production, and the
release of calcium into the cytoplasm.

 
 

ARTICLE PART TWO..

Genetic Issues
Toxin Exposure
Chronic Infections
Poor Lifestyle Habits

Mitochondrial dysfunction
and cancer
Mitochondrial dysfunction
Diabetes and obesity
Mitochondrial dysfunction
and neurological disorders

Part Two will cover in detail 
 the main causes of
Mitochondria dysfunctions.
here is the list of topics:

Part three will cover
dysfunctions- conditions

 
Then we will share with you
the best lab test to ascertain
mitochondria functions and
issues
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Heat Production

 
One of the ways your body generates heat to keep you
warm is by using a tissue called brown fat. The
mitochondria generate heat through non-shivering
thermogenesis during a process called proton leak
using brown fat. Babies have the highest level of brown
fat in humans since they are the most vulnerable to
cold (5).

Organs of Metabolism
 

The mitochondria play an important role in metabolic
functions, the Krebs cycle, and other respiratory cycles.

 
Synthesize Biomolecules

 
The Krebs cycle has several by-products, including
glutarate and glycol-oxalic acid. They end up forming
glutamine and glycine which are amino acids necessary
for your health.

POINTS OF INTEREST CONT..

Fatigue
Loss of motor control,
coordination, or balance
Trouble talking
Trouble walking
Digestive problems, such as
vomiting, diarrhea,
constipation, and acid
reflux
Muscle aches, pains, and
weakness
Cardiovascular problems
and heart disease
Liver disease or dysfunction
Kidney disease
Neurological problems
Trouble eating and
swallowing
Stalled growth and
development
Respiratory problems
Migraines
Lactic acidosis
Vision loss and other visual
issues
Trouble hearing
Hormonal disorders, such as
lack of estrogen or
testosterone
Higher susceptibility to
infections and illness
Autism, and autism-like
problems

Symptoms of Mitochondrial
dysfunction my included:

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH
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WHY DID WE CHOOSE THIS TOPIC FOR

2022?
 

Through this very basic explanation of the Mitochondria
and its functions, it is evident avoiding or ignoring this
most vital function would be and is, due it minimal
coverage by main stream medicines and herbalists,
most damaging to the whole system.

Understanding and education surrounding how the
body functions and the vital elements of operation will
empower the reader to grasp the magnitude and
importance of this mighty organism.

The physical forms energy system has been the most
tested and strained due to conditions we have faced in
the last 2 years worldwide.
 
It is our mission to assist in the rebuilding of the vital
system and ensuring optimum energy output to
overcome many of the conditions faced in society
today.

We will endeavor to cover as many aspects of this
mighty organism as we possibly can, and to assist in the
implementation of remedies to the issues and
challenges we face with dysfunctional mitochondria.

It is of course evident that from the current issues
playing out worldwide, that we have to take self-
responsibility, self-direction and self-correction in many
aspects of our lives to remedy the damage done.

It is our intention to guide you along the knowledge
trail as far as we are able to and to uncover as much
truth as possible when it comes to health, health
products, health practices and to open up your passion
to self-direct your health and that of your familiy.

Welcome to the journey of self-directive principles,
which we will assist in supplying the knowledge but
with the understanding the choice is always yours to
make.

POINTS OF INTEREST CONT..
 

CELLULAR AND NERVE
ENERGY

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR HEALTH

Part our our journey is to
encourage you to visit our
website and read the
blogs available. They are
very educational and will
assist you in building your
self-knowledge
.

We will  also be
converting many of our
very informational and
educational blogs into E-
Learning courses which
we will  be launching soon
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